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Conditions of existence and stability of regular precession of a heavy body of re- 
volution on a horizontal. plane with friction are determined. Obtained results are 
compared with those of similar investigations of regular precession of bodies of 
revolutionon smooth and rough surfaces. 

1. Consider a dynamically symmetric heavy solid body bounded by a convex surface of 
revolution and supported by a horizontal plane. The latter exerts on the body at the contact 
point, besides the normal reaction, a force proportional to the contact point velocity in a 
direction opposite to the latter (the viscous friction force). 

The position of the body is defined in a fixed coordinate system Oxyz by the coordinates 
x and y of its centerofmass (plane Oxy is the supportingplane andthe & axis is directedvert- 
icallyupward) andbyEuler's angles 8,~ and 9 betweentheprincipalcentralaxes GE,Gn and,Gj of 
inertia of the body and the axes of the fixed coordinate system. Assuming the body center of 
mass to be an its dynamic symmetry axis,which is also the axis of the body surface symmetry, 
and directing the Cg axis along the latter, we obtain for the Lagrangian function and the 
Rayleigh dissipative function expressions of the form 

L~~(At~~2)0.2+~C~‘Zt$(A~in2~~-CCos2R)~.2.i 

Ccp’ql’ cos 0 + -+ n (x.2 --+ y’“) - mgh 

where ~nis the mass of the body, A and G are, respectively, the central equatorial and the 
axial moments of inertia, k>O is the friction coefficient, 5, Q_ 5 are coordinates of the 
point of body contact with the plane in the coordinate system Ggt16, and his the height of 
the body center of mass above the support plane. It can be shown that 'X and 5 are functions 
of the single variable B which are determined by the form of the equation that defines the 
surface bounding the body and satisfy the relation 

+&sine +- -&XB:& (1.1) 

Since function F expressed in terms of initial variables explicitly depends on \c‘, we 
can substitute for the .Z and y coordinates the quasi-coordinates F and u defined by formulas 

p' 7 5'sin llj - y' cos $, 0' == I' ~0~21) +. y‘ sin 9 (1.2) 

where 0' is the projection of velocity of the body center of mass on the line of nodes, and 
p' is its projection on the orthogonal to the latter in the horizontal plane. 

me denote functions L and F after the elimination in them of x-and y-using formulas (1.2) F 
by L* and F*which depend only on 8, 8', q*, +'_ ~'.'a'. In particular 

F* = ‘!,mk l(p’ - f&T)2 + (is’ - xtp’ - x~‘)~I 

The equations of motion in new variables 
a dL* aL* am d aL* dF* d a.9 aF* (1.3) -- 
-Z?F=YZi W' Z-v== 

I_ ----- aQ. * dt a+’ alp’ 
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d aL* aF* __=_- 
dt 8~. ap. + 

do not explicitly depend on cp,q,P and o, containing only their velocities and accelerations 

(such variables are called quasi-cyclic ill or pseudo-cyclic 121, and sometimes simply cyclic 
/3/, (in the sense of being ignorable) ). Hence it is reasonable to state the problemofsteady 
motions of system (1.3) as 

@ = t30, 8' = 0, (d = 'PO', Ip' ;= to', p' = po', CJ' = lZJD (1.4) 

The substitution of (1.4) into the equations of motion (1.3) taking into account U-l), 
shows that solution (1.4) obtains when the constants e,,, 'po‘, qO', pO‘, co' satisfy the system of 

equations 

(A - C)~sin 8 cos eq’*- c sin t%p*+’ -+- mgx + rnhcr’+’ = 0 (1.5) 
Xp’$’ = 0, xp’$,’ -_ 0, -kp’ + u’11; = 0 
k (CT’ - x(p’ - xq’) + p*q' = 0 

2. Let us assume that the quantity 00 is such that 

x PO) # 0, x (60) + 0 (2.1) 

since otherwise, as can be readily shown (see also formulas (2.4) and (2.5) below) that a 
regular precession of the body is impossible. Then from system (1.5) follows that PO* = uO' = 
0 and that the three constants Br,qs' = Q,qO'= o satisfy the system of two equations 

(A - C) sin O. cm B,d - C sin eoh f maox0 = 0 (2.2) 

i!& + X@W = 0 

here and everywhere below, the zero subscript indicates that the respective function of vari- 
able 8 is calculated fox 6 .- (30). The respective one-parameter set of solutions of the form 

0 = O,, 8' _Z 0, cp. ; a. J!' Z m, p' _= 0' : 0 

then defines a regular precession of the body. 

(2.3) 

Indeed, under conditions (2.3) the body center of mass is stationary, the body rotatesat 
constant angular velocity w about the vertical passing through its center of mass, and at con- 
stant angular velocity Q about its own axis of symmetry which is at angle 8, to the vertical. 
The point of contact of the body with the plane describes two circles, viz. one of radius lx01 
and center at the projection of the body center of mass on the supporting plane, at angular 
velocity w, and the second at angular velocity 61 on the body surface in a plane orthogonal 
to its axis of symmetry a circle of radius lx01 and center at the coordinate to on that plane. 
By virtue of the second equation of system (2.2) the body regular precession bn a plane with 
friction occurs without slip. 

Expressing Q in terms of 0) defined in the second equation of system (2.2) and substitut- 
ing the obtained value of Q into the first equation, we obtain 

For a given inclination of the body axis of symmetry from the vertical formulas (2.4) un- 
iquely define the absolute values of angular velocities of precession and of the proper rota- 
tion of the body. Moreover, the second of these provides the condition of existenceofregular 
precession of a body on a plane with friction (since CO*> 0 ), whose axis of symmetry is at 
angle &, to the vertical 

Note that when this condition is satisfied, formulas (2.1) are automatically satisfied. 
Function X@).has been replaced here by function l(0) representing the distance from the con- 
tact point of the body and plane to the point of intersection of the body axis of symmetry 
with the vertical passing through the first point. 

sions 
In the cases of absolutely smooth and absolutely rough horizontal planes regular preces- 
of the body form two-parameter sets /4,5/. In the first of these cases the three con- 

stants 80, S2 and o-satisfy a single equation that coincides with the first equation of system 
(2.2), and in regular precession, as in this case, 

body can slip on the supporting plane /4/: 
the center of mass is stationary, but the 

in the second case the constants Bo, 52 and o also 
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satisfy a single equation which is obtained from the first equation of system !;‘.‘:I, by SL-~ 
stituting 

-mho (x,63 -:- y&)w <2.t.i 

for the zero in the right-hand side of the latter. 
Slipping of the body is not possible, and in regular precession the stationary point of 

the body is on its axis of symmetry at the distance 

from its center of mass /5/. 
Comparison of the second equation of system (2.2) with formulas (2.6) and (2.7) shows 

that the one-dimensional manifold of regular precessions of a heavy body of revolution on a 
plane with friction lies at the intersection (nonempty under condition (2.5)) of respective 
two-dimensional manifolds in the cases of smooth and rough planes. 

Remarks. lo. If Ba in (1.4) is such that ~o#=l~,xO--- (1, then in the case of ii 0" the 
body center of mass lies on the vertical passing through the point of its contact with the 
supporting plane (as in the position of equilibrium). Then if follows from system (2.2) that 
$0. !'O' 0. 6 = XO'PO'. and the respective one-parameter set of solutions of the form 

0 :_ R,, 0' -_ 0, $+. := $1, li.. =: t" I. 0, (i' %OQ 
where i%'G Q is arbitrary, defines the rolling of the body at constant velocity along a fixed 
straight line (for Q = 0 we have equilibrium). Similar conditions define the rolling of a 
body on smooth and rougth surfaces /4,5/. 

2O. If BO in (1.4) is such that x0= 0, then for I&'+ (I we have permanent rotation of 
the body about its vertically directed axis of symmetry (for \Ilo' o we have equilibrium), and 
the respective results follows as a particular case from /6/, where the conditions of exist- 
ence and stability of permanent rotations of an axbitrary body on a plane with friction were 
derived. 

3. Let us investigate the stability of regular precession of a body (of solution (2.3)) 
with respect to perturbations of variables 0, IT, q'.+'.p' and (T'. Setting 

0 - Ro u, cp' .I_ *' CO3 f&j - ($2 -+- 01 CO5 Rfi) -52 L’ 

*i’ _ 0 _= w, p’ z p’, is’ = 0’ 

we reduce the equations of perturbed motion to the fomi 

(3.1) 

where ~0 _I= r(h) in which r(0)is the radius of curvature of the body surface meridian cross 
section at the contact point of the body and support plane, and U,‘I/,W,R and Tare functions 
of variables U, u', u, W, p’ and cr'whose expansions in powers of the indicated variables begin 
with terms of order of smallness not lower than the second. Setting these functions equal 
zero, we obtain a linearized system of equations of the perturbed motion, which admits the 
linear integral 

and whose characteristic equation has always one zero root. 
of for the variable w using formula (3.2) we substitute the variable s which defines the 

deviation of perturbed motion from solution (2.3) along the manifold (2.21, and for variables 
and v substitute in the manner shown in /7/ the variables u'and L.' that define that devia- 

t"ion from manifold (2.2) and rewrite system (3.1) in the new variables CL'. u', L.'. r[. $1' and 
then all nonlinearities Af derived equations identically vanish when U' -7 U' 

0': 
L.' : :I' 0' 0. 
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Thus, if all roots of the characteristic equation, except the zero one, of the linearized 

system of equations of perturbed motion lie in the left-hand half-plane,wehavetheparticular 

case of the single zero root, and the Liapunov theorem /7/ applies. The regular precession of 

a body of revolution on a plane with friction is then (unlike in the case of smooth and rough 

planes) asymptotically stable with respect to a part of variables that define the deviationof 

perturbed motion from the regular precessions manifold. 

Omitting owing to unwieldiness the presentation in explicit form of coefficients of the 

indicated characteristic equation 

h (rroh" + a,hl + a&J -+ a,h" + a,;. ?_ /L5) = Cl (a" > 0, a, > 0) 

and of conditions /a/ 

a,>& a5 > 0, l7,l7.2 - a0u3 > u 

(ala2 - a&(a,a, - a.Zaj) - &a, - alal)' > 0 

under which five of its zero roots lie in the left-hand half-plane. Note that when k = 0 that 

equation assumes the form 

h* (A2 + 0')(a,h' + 6,) (a* > 0) 
and when k --.oo 

A2 (a** h2 +- b,,) (a** > 0) 

Conditions b, > 0 and b,, >0 match the conditions of stability of regular precession of 

a body of revolution on smooth or rough surfaces, respectively. 
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